










to  the money  and  its  role  in understanding of  economic  activities  of  any 
consumer or producer and thus the economy as a whole.  This may say that the 
economics leaves an important question to correctly understand and analyze the 
real economy,  in addition to the fact noted  in an earlier paper  (2013)  that  the 
present economics relies critically on the “equilibrium” which will be difficult 
to be found in real economies.  The present paper thus reviews how the money 














































































































































































































年 現金＋準通貨＋CD GDP Marshallのk
2008 635.8 501.20 1.27
2009 652.4 471.10 1.38
2010 658.1 482.40 1.36
2011 662.2 471.30 1.40
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